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Packing equipment plant "Thermo-Pack" - the national Ukrainian leader in development, production,
delivery, installation, and service of hi-tech equipment - filler, rinser, capping machine, labeler, shrink wrapping
and conveyor systems;
- offers complete solutions for business efficiency increase;
- successfully operates on B2B market of the technological equipment for the food, beverage and other types
of industries in Ukraine, CIS countries, Europe and Asia;
- has highly-skilled staff – more than 200 people, own design office, the powerful production base which has
been fully equipped according to specifics of activity;
- renders engineering services;
- produces equipment of the European quality which is compatible to the equipment of domestic and European
producers;
- produces both separate units of equipment, and complete filling lines for different types of beverages - still
water, carbonated water, beer, etc.
- take into account specific features of each Customer
- carries out obligatory equipment start up and commissioning
- provides service during the guarantee and post-guarantee period
- provides guarantees on all types of the equipment
- provides with consumables according to the Customer demand
- possesses the developed system of spare parts logistics

The plant provides a full range of services as for not only design and manufacture of packaging machinery, but
also their installation, start up, as well as further technical support and maintenance.

The range of equipment:
Complete filling lines:
Packing equipment plant "Thermo-Pack" Ltd
produces both separate units of equipment, and
complete technological filling lines.
Complete filling line is an equipment complex
intended for technological sequence of operations on
preparation of liquid, to production of container,
filling with its liquid, capping, formation and filling in
container.
The full filling line cycle consists:

for filling in PET-container - water preparation,
PET bottles blow molding, saturation of liquid by
the carbonate acid, a blend, bottle rinsing, liquid
filling, capping, labeling and shrink wrapping,
overwrapping of palets by stretch film;
for filling in glass bottles – water preparation,
depalletizer, sorting, saturation of liquid by the
carbonate acid, a blend, a container rinsing, liquid
filling, capping, labeling and shrink wrapping,
overwrapping of pallets by stretch film.
All processes in a cycle are connected with
uniform conveyor system.

Productivity – 1000-12000 bottles/h

Packing equipment:
Automatic and semi-automatic shrink wrapping
machines, with and without cardboard tray.

Labeling equipment:

Prod
uctiv
ityup
to
35
pack
/h

Conveyors and conveyor systems:
Our range of conveyors: spiral, chain, belt
conveyors, roller table, pneumatic, telescopic,
cooling tunnels, gripper, cart, step conveyors and
conveyors for pallets.

Designed for circular or segmental polypropylene
label gluing from the roll onto the cylindrical (PET
or 0,5-2 l glass bottle) containers. Productivity —
3000-12000 bottles/h.

Changeover sets
For filling and labelling equipment.
«Thermo-Pack» Company has long term experience in the manufacture of format parts for the
changeover to another format of bottles, caps and labels.
We offer to enterprises which specialize in bottling the operative production of the necessary changeover
sets for domestic and import machines of any producers. It will provide an opportunity in the short term
to start producing other types of products, greatly extending the range of production.
Our company provides services for the design, manufacture and installation of the necessary format
parts.
Popularity of "Thermo-Pack"equipment in Ukraine and abroad due to the following factors:
-

the quality of European level;
reliability and durability in operation;
ergonomic and modern design;
the design of non-standard equipment;
wide range and variability of performance;
the provision of guarantees for all types of equipment;
carrying out mandatory commissioning of equipment
providing of service during the warranty and post-warranty period;

What makes us different from other manufacturers:
-

a wide range of manufactured equipment;
the provision of engineering services
compatible with the equipment of domestic and foreign producers;
the optimal ratio between price and quality;
a flexible system of discounts.

For more detailed information please visit our company web site http://termo-pak.ua/en/
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